
ILAGO 10/29/16 at Portland Community College

In attendance:
Candice Watkins, Tacoma Community College
Kirsten Hostetler, COCC
Sara Robertson, PCC
Sarah Ralston, EOU
Patrick Wohlmut Linfield College, LIRT Chair
Mark Peterson, MHCC
Pam Kessinger PCC
Lisa Tegethoff, PSU/ EOU 

On Phone: 
Michele Burke, Chemeketa Community College
April Witteveen, Deschutes Public Library, OYAN

1. Update OASL standards – 
Survey went out to OASL listserv and was announced at the OASL conference in Bend. Next meeting 
is November 5th, Lisa and Pam will attend to see what next steps will be – alignment? 

Discussion about standards began. Questions asked?
How many school librarians are in K-12 schools that are willing and able to create the curriculum? 
Do schools have budgets for hiring school librarians? Can we tie this issue to an advocacy effort for 
getting more school librarians into schools? 
Is OASL collecting lessons to share openly? Michele Burke has collected lessons that she would be 
happy to share from Salem Keizer High School librarians. Possibly put the lessons on a LibGuides in 
order to share. 
Sarah Ralston partnered with WR121 class to share lessons on IL.
Michele’s been working with College Credit Now instructors for past 5 years and indicated that 
teacher librarians should be invited to attend events where CCN information is being disseminated.
April – Public Libraries as partners – Support not take over – create a network of support.

2. OWEAC update ( Sarah Ralston and Michele Burke)
OWEAC Revised Outcomes for WR 115, 121, and 222 – ILAGOs best fit is in the Critical thinking, 
reading, and writing outcome regarding the location and evaluation of sources.
Challenges with the outcomes are that the courses may look different from institution to institution. 
WR222 may not be appropriate for high school students.
Michele wanted to note 3 changes – Rhetoric and vocabulary (How can librarians weave the 
technical terms into library instruction so students hear it from multiple places), Metacognition, and 
genre approach to writing and multimodalities (not to be confused with multimedia).
OWEAC is hoping to have a living document where folks can access the outcomes, possibly click on 
specific items and get examples of lessons. ILAGO can help with IL aspect of the outcomes, will 
revisit this in the spring during the summit.



Sarah’s and Patrick’s institutions don’t have anything like this that they use. Michele to touch base 
with Patrick to work on a continuum.
No mandate for a college to adopt the outcomes. Each individual college says yes or no to 
outcomes. Each dual credit school follows the outcomes of their sponsoring institution.
Tie the WR 115 and WR 121 to OASL standards for 12th graders?
Concern surrounding WR 121 outcome of LOCATE sources. WR 121 instructor may seed the 
discussion with appropriate sources, but then have the students go out and find sources that help 
support additional ideas.
PCC combining Reading 115 and WR 115 to one integrated approach. Research as learning. Less 
about “find 2 books, 2 articles, …” and more about how sources are useful and being able to identify 
sources that are useful.
Some OSU students in WR 323(?) arrive with transfer credit and comment that they’ve never had to 
read like they’ve been being asked to read before. 

 Need for students to know how to read online resources, hope for open access resources. 
 Common Core State Standards are pushing for reading expository text and using evidence 

from the text to answer questions and identify questions the students still have. Hopefully 
this will help with the reading component!

3. Metacognitive Self-Assessment (Sara Robertson)
Tools are better when they are contextualized (i.e. rubrics that are specific to an assignment are 
much better than a standard generic rubric). 
Metacognitive Awareness of Reading Strategies Inventory (MARSI) – tool that might be useful as an 
example for creating a tool that we can use for self-assessment.
Pam shared that this works well for the reading apprenticeship program: students can identify 
strategies that will help them to become better readers. TCC also uses reading apprenticeship and 
this type of tool would be complementary to the course. Sarah’s freshmen class could benefit from 
this type of tool as well.
HEADS survey was mentioned – tasks to do to measure what students are actually doing instead of 
what they think they are doing. 
How do we envision using a self-assessment tool? Help to track something that’s difficult to track. 
How are students thinking about the research and learning process?
We have no shared assessments. What is our articulation of what we value in student learning?
PCC in the process of developing prompts to measure affect, agency, context, knowledge about the 
library, tools available. “I can” statements. Student-friendly wording.
For consideration: Do we look into a grant to hire someone to help identify assessment statements 
(? Maybe not the right word here). We need to identify our end-game. Build that into a grant 
proposal/application. Include our friends in Washington (they have an IL group called CLAMS that 
would probably be interested).
Sara Robertson to reach out to Allison Head (Project Information Literacy) to see what she can 
suggest in regards to people who might be able to help, where to get money to do this? Kirsten is on 
the research team at PIL, can also talk to Allison.
Possible partners for developing an assessment tool – ILAGO, CLAMS, LIRT, 
NEXT STEPS: Identify partners, find possible funding sources (Sara and Candice). Committee is born 
of the in-person participants at this meeting to continue working on next steps.

4. Spring Summit planning



OWEAC will be held on May 12th at MHCC, we often hold our conference near them.
TCC - Library as Open-Education Leaders (LOEL) on year 3 of a 3 year grant. Must host a spring 
workshop and would love to connect it to the summit. Possible location, Vancouver, WA.
Things to consider: Because ILAGO is a group that serves Oregon, we need to make sure that we 
don’t lose focus on our state. If we have a summit in Vancouver, make sure that the afternoon 
workgroups address Oregon specific interests. Vancouver seemed to be of interest in a location – 
Candice will contact Clark College to see if they might be able to accommodate us. If they cannot, 
Lisa will contact WSU. 
Will consider the May 12/13 date and decide by email.
Need a proposals committee – Mark is IN! Lisa is a maybe…Pam is a maybe…

Meeting adjourned.


